
From: Paul Pratapas
To: Brown, Don; PCB.Clerks
Cc: <laurenpratapas@gmail.com>; Jean weiss
Subject: [External] Office of inspector General
Date: Friday, April 5, 2024 4:59:24 PM

Don,

I am in the process of submitting my complaint with the FBI. I had to have a lengthy
conversation with the post office today regarding the theft of our mail.

As has been shown in the 25 complaints I have filed with your board, There is massive fraud
in Illinois state government agencies implementing federal laws with federal money. To the
point where I would say, the Illinois pollution control board is incapable of objectively
enforcing the law given their connection to Illinois government and the good old boys club of
attorneys involved in making final decisions.

Therefor, In addition to resubmitting all of my complaints to the FBI, I will be filing a
complaint with the office of The inspector general for waste, fraud and potential abuse of
power by your hearing officers. Especially Brad Halloran. Who on record refused me access to
regulatory documents I need to file these complaints and then dismissed the case for me not
having enough specific information. Just like he is planning to do in the order he sent out the
other day.

I would request that this email be filed for all of my open cases since I cannot print. I can't use
the post office and theft of my mail from home is under investigation. And I don't have
internet. 

I would also request that for the integrity of future investigations, which is going to require
forensic document examination, that nothing be altered or advanced In process that has been
submitted by me to the board to this point until the conclusion of all criminal justice matters. 

Considering every attempt to hold people accountable, including through your office has
resulted in threats against me and my family, a representative from a police related
organization is copied as a witness. These threats include Brad dismissing my cases for not
having access to public information because your hearing officer, on record, refused to order
access. And then dismissed the case and several others for issues related to this same
information. Information only found in one place, the physical possession of the Respondents.
Which he refuses to order access to. It is not done via discovery requests in your hearings. It is
a requirement of Federal Law which explicitly excludes formal legal requests.  By the
language "be made available to the public at any reasonable time when a request is made" 

"reasonable" refers to not asking at 4:59p or only Saturdays. Not to reroute the request through
a state agency who will deny it, dismiss the case and protect other state agencies. The
materials being requested, ARENT EVEN ALLOWED TO LEAVE THE CONSTRUCTION
SITE AND ARE TO BE VIEWED ON SITE. 

Lauren: This is in regards to what I told you about at Lenny's wedding after you complained
about having to respond to President Trump's tweets on behalf of CNN PR. You said this was
extremely important. This really needs media attention. Massive fraud and pollution. Fraud is
being led by State Government agencies who were given the privilege of enforcing federal
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law. Do a case search at the Illinois Pollution Control Board Website and put our last name in
the search field. If you met my wife Neeshia at Leah's wedding, she does research for the
USDA which is being destroyed by this pollution and crime.  It also involves organized crime
and RICO charges. 
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